reviews the rationale for primary prevention of hypertension as a complementary approach to the current hypertension detection treatment strategies examines research on the efficacy of lifestyle modifications makes recommendations for policy implementation dissemination strategies features two approaches to accomplish primary prevention of hypertension an examination of 11 interventions for primary prevention weight control reduced salt intake physical activity reduced alcohol consumption etc recommendations for a national campaign aimed at primary prevention the new edition of prevention is primary provides models methods and approaches for building health and equity in communities this comprehensive book includes the theory concepts and models needed to harness social justice and practice primary prevention of unnecessary illness and injury ideal for students as well as practitioners this thoroughly revised and updated second edition combines an overview of advances in the field with effective approaches in the current economic and health care climate with contributions from noted experts prevention is primary shows practical applications of intervention science to social and health problems and issues facing at risk and vulnerable groups the book describes the overarching framework and principles guiding prevention efforts including a focus on social justice and health equity and community resilience it explores the transition from prevention theory to implementation and practice and from interdisciplinary collaboration to evaluation highlighting the book s usefulness as a teaching and learning tool prevention is primary has real world examples learning objectives and review questions for each chapter foundational topics such as history ethics and principles of primary prevention as well as specific issues such as consultation political issues and financing the second section addresses such topics as abuse depression eating disorders hiv aids injuries and religion and spirituality often dividing such topics into separate entries addressing childhood adolescence and adulthood here are multidisciplinary perspectives concerning early childhood intervention as prevention for juvenile delinquency what are the most effective ways to predict preventable behavioral problems protect current states of health and promote desired behaviors intended for use by students in the helping professions and by practitioners and researchers in the field primary prevention practices offers step by step procedures on how to conduct over 50 techniques of prevention practice through the use of an organizational framework the configurational equation author martin bloom identifies the classes of factors that are to be considered in any thorough analysis of a given situation and provides a check list for accessing the full range of forces acting on events so the reader can better select which preventive action to apply in addition the book covers a wide range of prevention practices including problem solving methods anticipatory instructions social skills training life long exercises perceived self efficacy assertiveness training cognitive reframing and peer tutoring by using a technique that is friendly to practitioners and students primary prevention practices is a perfect resource for those in the fields of psychology clinical psychology social work and public health aids is the fourth leading cause of death among women of childbearing age and is increasing by about 8 a year in this group and yet our understanding of the impact of hiv and aids on women s lives remains fragmented and incomplete after a decade of struggling with mounting surveys of risk behavior clinical trials and behavioral interventions that were based primarily on experience with gay communities in large cities and subsequently on the needs of injection drug users we have not given programs for women the attention they require if they are to be meaningful effective and gender appropriate this book will introduce the reader to the range of complex issues of hiv and aids in women s lives ann o leary and loretta sweet jemmott have assembled an impres sive list of authors who have contributed chapters from different disciplinary viewpoints the reader will find information on prevention programs that have been effective for adolescent girls on culturally specific strategies for african american and latina women and on the multiple issues of substance use and hiv that need to be faced by any outreach and intervention programs for drug using women part 4 examines school age programs ranging from interventions in school settings to developing social competency and job readiness and part 5 focuses on prevention interventions in adulthood specifically unemployment and depression this report reviews the rationale for primary prevention of hypertension strategies for prevention of hypertension and efficacy of interventions to prevent hypertension includes policy recommendations this book examines the current state of evidence relating to the effectiveness of primary prevention measures the identification of environmental and lifestyle factors as causes of cancer means that the theoretical basis for the prevention of cancer is well established despite this there have been relatively few studies which examine the effectiveness of different strategies in reducing cancer causing exposures and even fewer where the results in terms of cancers avoided can be assessed most such evidence derives from observational studies which show that changes in cancer incidence occur when diet or tobacco use are modified even in modification is not the result of an organized preventive action the occupational field too provides good examples of reduction in exposure to carcinogens if not always because of their carcinogenic hazard and consequent reductions in cancer incidence this volume provides an in depth study of four intervention studies examining their outcome in terms of cancer risk it also reviews the results of several other previously published studies and provides a convenient summary of results as well as information on future prospects mental disorders cost the united states over 72 billion for treatment related support and lost productivity each year yet funding for prevention of such disorders has been inconsistent due partly to lack of confidence in the
effectiveness of specific prevention programmes this book highlights some of the most effective prevention programmes and offers a common set of principles to reduce maladaptive behaviour following an overview of united states prevention history and a description of how to operationalize george albee’s incidence formula contributors then focus on programmes that increase parent child interaction and parenting ability preschool programmes such as those which use parents as teachers others wh for everyone involved in efforts to prevent and ultimately cure aids this book is essential reading aids is an illness that presents unparalleled challenges this volume provides a detailed assessment on the epidemiology of the disease the modes of its transmission and populations targeted for special prevention efforts special emphasis is placed on behavioural changes in high risk groups changes that have proved successful in slowing the spread of aids of recommendations interpretation of evidence responsibility for development purpose scope development process background context practice recommendations education recommendations organization policy recommendations evaluation monitoring of guideline implementation strategies process for update review of guideline references bibliography this book is the first comprehensive text dedicated to risk assessment in the primary prevention of atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease it provides an overview of current evidence regarding approaches to risk assessment traditional and emerging risk factors and atherosclerosis imaging for refinement of risk estimation the volume seeks to provide an essential resource for professionals in the field to assess their patients for risk of cardiovascular disease the book is divided into five sections starting off with an overview of current best practices to risk assessment in primary prevention around the world the second section discusses traditional risk factors such as hypercholesterolemia hypertension diabetes smoking and obesity the third section reviews the newly introduced concept of risk enhancers the fourth section offers insight on novel risk factors with in depth discussion regarding lipoprotein a high sensitivity crp apolipoprotein b social determinants of health stress and cardiovascular disease and polygenic risk scores the final section covers the use of non invasive atherosclerosis imaging computed tomography and ultrasound based techniques as a tool to refine risk estimates throughout the book readers will find multiple tables figures and illustrations that complement the text up to date evidence based and clinically oriented cardiovascular risk assessment in primary prevention is a must have resource for physicians residents fellows and medical students in cardiology endocrinology primary care and health promotion and disease prevention this book describes a number of simple and effective measures for the primary prevention of selected mental neurological and psychosocial disorders addressed to policy makers as well as mental health professionals the book aims both to increase awareness of the potential of primary prevention and to encourage the use of specific interventions with these goals in mind the book restricts its recommendations to measures whose effectiveness has been firmly documented in the scientific and clinical literature four disorders are covered mental retardation epilepsy suicide and burnout of health care staff these were selected for inclusion on the basis of their relative frequency as well as the strength of evidence that primary prevention is both feasible and effective the book adopts a public health approach arguing that the multifactorial etiology of most mental and neurological disorders requires broad based strategies involving many different sectors recommended lines of action range from simple procedures for lowering body temperature in feverish children through strategies involving genetic counseling and screening during pregnancy to measures at the legislative level including enforced iodization of salt to prevent cretinism and gun control or domestic gas detoxification as proven methods of suicide prevention the book has five chapters the first outlines the principles of primary prevention as these apply to mental neurological and psychosocial disorders and summarizes the evidence supporting the effectiveness and feasibility of strategies for primary prevention chapter two on mental retardation provides a guide to measures for the primary prevention of iodine deficiency down syndrome fetal alcohol syndrome and phenylketonuria each disorders is discussed according to a common format that includes information on the size of the problem risk factors and causes and measures available for primary prevention the remaining chapters provide similarly detailed advice on measures for the primary prevention of epilepsy suicide and burnout of professional and family caregivers in fulfilling the promise of children’s services david blumenkrantz shares the expertise he has gained helping communities across the county to implement his successful primary prevention strategy the rite of passage experience drawing on nearly twenty years of experience in human services the author reveals why youth service groups have largely been unable to meet their objectives and he examines what these groups must do to implement and sustain effective prevention efforts offering numerous examples drawn from actual practice blumenkrantz reveals the essential factors in a comprehensive primary prevention strategy for example fostering collaboration between school community and families having a committed core group responsible for implementation and obtaining the financial commitment of schools and the community stressing the need for communities to develop long term prevention strategies he examines how quick fix programs such as the just say no campaign do little to alleviate problems and can actually hinder proven prevention efforts recent studies have shown that the incidence of malignant melanoma continue to increase steadily fortunately through primary and secondary prevention programs the mortality rate from such cases has grown less rapidly compared to 20 years ago many countries are at the present time investing time and energy in campaigns aimed at encouraging sensible sun exposure primary prevention and promoting early visual identification of melanoma secondary prevention this publication brings together leading experts in the fields of epidemiology dermatology and psychology to discuss the current state of international research concerning these prevention programs it has been specially written to alert dermatologists surgeons public health physicians and primary care doctors to the current activities in public health education aimed at preventing deaths from melanoma pediatricians in particular will find this book a valuable addition to their libraries because of the importance of informing families with young children about the dangers of sun exposure at an early age schools reflect one of the greatest investments of any society’s resources investments of finances talented personnel and commitment of time and energy by
Youth it is therefore essential that schools make every effort to prevent behavioural and psychological problems of students and promote their psychological well-being. This volume draws together educators and mental health professionals to present examples of theory-based prevention programmes, programmes which have proved highly successful. Primary prevention and promotion in the schools is drawn from the 1987 Vermont conference on the primary prevention of psychopathology. The aims of child rights education are to make children and their primary duty bearers aware of child rights so that they both can be empowered to together advocate for and apply them at their family school and community levels. This sourcebook focuses on child rights education for primary prevention with reference to participation and development. The introductory chapter covers child rights values of peace, dignity, tolerance, freedom, equality, and justice and child rights principles of dignity of the child, primary consideration to the best interests of the child, universality, and non-discrimination. Child rights to participation focuses on child rights for playing a decisive and responsible role in their own life and a participatory role in the family, schools, associations, community and with the state as citizens. Child rights to development includes child rights to free, compulsory, comprehensive, and quality education free of discrimination and violence. Child rights to play, recreational, cultural, and artistic activities and media literacy. Child rights to health with reference to physical health and hygiene, healthy and hygienic food and nutrition, sexual health, and prevention of substance abuse and child rights to environmental education with reference to child rights to environmental harmony and hygiene. Child rights to sustainable environment is a must-read for researchers, trainers, and other professionals working on child rights issues across the world and especially in developing countries. Schools reflect one of the greatest investments of any society's resources. Investments of finances, talented personnel, and commitment of time and energy by youth it is therefore essential that schools make every effort to prevent behavioural and psychological problems of students and promote their psychological well-being. This volume draws together educators and mental health professionals to present examples of theory-based prevention programmes, programmes which have proved highly successful. Primary prevention and promotion in the schools is drawn from the 1987 Vermont conference on the primary prevention of psychopathology. The ultimate objective of all aetiological research is the primary prevention of rheumatic diseases. This book emphasizes what can be done in the prevention for example of rheumatic symptoms arising out of occupational overuse injuries and infections of joints. It also provides advice on pain tolerance and control.
Working Group Report on Primary Prevention of Hypertension 1998-02

reviews the rationale for primary prevention of hypertension as a complementary approach to the current hypertension detection treatment strategies examines research on the efficacy of lifestyle modifications makes recommendations for policy implementation dissemination strategies features two approaches to accomplish primary prevention of hypertension an examination of 11 interventions for primary prevention weight control reduced salt intake physical activity reduced alcohol consumption etc recommendations for a national campaign aimed at primary prevention

Primary Prevention of Cancer 1988

the new edition of prevention is primary provides models methods and approaches for building health and equity in communities this comprehensive book includes the theory concepts and models needed to harness social justice and practice primary prevention of unnecessary illness and injury ideal for students as well as practitioners this thoroughly revised and updated second edition combines an overview of advances in the field with effective approaches in the current economic and health care climate with contributions from noted experts prevention is primary shows practical applications of intervention science to social and health problems and issues facing at risk and vulnerable groups the book describes the overarching framework and principles guiding prevention efforts including a focus on social justice and health equity and community resilience it explores the transition from prevention theory to implementation and practice and from interdisciplinary collaboration to evaluation highlighting the book s usefulness as a teaching and learning tool prevention is primary has real world examples learning objectives and review questions for each chapter

Prevention Is Primary 2010-08-20

foundational topics such as history ethics and principles of primary prevention as well as specific issues such as consultation political issues and financing the second section addresses such topics as abuse depression eating disorders hiv aids injuries and religion and spirituality often dividing such topics into separate entries addressing childhood adolescence and adulthood

Encyclopedia of Primary Prevention and Health Promotion 2003-01-31

here are multidisciplinary perspectives concerning early childhood intervention as prevention for juvenile delinquency

Encyclopedia of Primary Prevention and Health Promotion 2014

what are the most effective ways to prevent predictable behavioral problems protect current states of health and promote desired behaviors intended for use by students in the helping professions and by practitioners and researchers in the field primary prevention practices offers step by step procedures on how to conduct over 50 techniques of prevention practice through the use of an organizational framework the configural equation author martin bloom identifies the classes of factors that are to be considered in any thorough analysis of a given situation and provides a check list for accessing the full range of forces acting on events so the reader can better select which preventive action to apply in addition the book covers a wide range of prevention practices including problem solving methods anticipatory instructions social skills training life long exercises perceived self efficacy assertiveness training cognitive reframing and peer tutoring by using a technique that is friendly to practitioners and students primary prevention practices is a perfect resource for those in the fields of psychology clinical psychology social work and public health

A Decade of Progress in Primary Prevention 1986

aids is the fourth leading cause of death among women of childbearing age and is increasing by about 8 a year in this group and yet our understanding of the impact of hiv and aids on women s lives remains fragmented and incomplete after a decade of struggling with mounting surveys of risk behavior clinical trials and behavioral interventions that were based primarily on experience with gay communities in large cities and subsequently on the needs of injection drug users we have not given programs for women
the attention they require if they are to be meaningful effective and gender appropriate this book will introduce the reader to the range of complex issues of hiv and aids in women’s lives ann o leary and loretta sweet jemmott have assembled an impressive list of authors who have contributed chapters from different disciplinary viewpoints the reader will find information on prevention programs that have been effective for adolescent girls on culturally specific strategies for african american and latina women and on the multiple issues of substance use and hiv that need to be faced by any outreach and intervention programs for drug using women

**Primary prevention of psychopathology 1977**

part 4 examines school age programs ranging from interventions in school settings to developing social competency and job readiness and part 5 focuses on prevention interventions in adulthood specifically unemployment and depression

**Primary Prevention of Psychiatric Disorders 1971**

this report reviews the rationale for primary prevention of hypertension strategies for prevention of hypertension and efficacy of interventions to prevent hypertension includes policy recommendations

**Primary Prevention for Children and Families 1982**

this book examines the current state of evidence relating to the effectiveness of primary prevention measures the identification of environmental and lifestyle factors as causes of cancer means that the theoretical basis for the prevention of cancer is well established despite this there have been relatively few studies which examine the effectiveness of different strategies in reducing cancer causing exposures and even fewer where the results in terms of cancers avoided can be assessed most such evidence derives from observational studies which show that changes in cancer incidence occur when diet or tobacco use are modified even in modification is not the result of an organized preventive action the occupational field too provides good examples of reduction in exposure to carcinogens if not always because of their carcinogenic hazard and consequent reductions in cancer incidence this volume provides an in depth study of four intervention studies examining their outcome in terms of cancer risk it also reviews the results of several other previously published studies and provides a convenient summary of results as well as information on future prospects

**Primary Prevention Practices 1996-03-26**

mental disorders cost the united states over 72 billion for treatment related support and lost productivity each year yet funding for prevention of such disorders has been inconsistent due partly to lack of confidence in the effectiveness of specific prevention programmes this book highlights some of the most effective prevention programmes and offers a common set of principles to reduce maladaptive behaviour following an overview of united states prevention history and a description of how to operationalize george albee’s incidence formula contributors then focus on programmes that increase parent child interaction and parenting ability preschool programmes such as those which use parents as teachers others wh

**Women at Risk 2013-06-29**

for everyone involved in efforts to prevent and ultimately cure aids this book is essential reading aids is an illness that presents unparalleled challenges this volume provides a detailed assessment on the epidemiology of the disease the modes of its transmission and populations targeted for special prevention efforts special emphasis is placed on behavioural changes in high risk groups changes that have proved successful in slowing the spread of aids
Primary Prevention Works 1997

of recommendations interpretation of evidence responsibility for development purpose scope development process background context practice recommendations education recommendations organization policy recommendations evaluation monitoring of guideline implementation strategies process for update review of guideline references bibliography

Primary Prevention, an Idea Whose Time Has Come 1977

this book is the first comprehensive text dedicated to risk assessment in the primary prevention of atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease it provides an overview of current evidence regarding approaches to risk assessment traditional and emerging risk factors and atherosclerosis imaging for refinement of risk estimation the volume seeks to provide an essential resource for professionals in the field to assess their patients for risk of cardiovascular disease the book is divided into five sections starting off with an overview of current best practices to risk assessment in primary prevention around the world the second section discusses traditional risk factors such as hypercholesterolemia hypertension diabetes smoking and obesity the third section reviews the newly introduced concept of risk enhancers the fourth section offers insight on novel risk factors with in depth discussion regarding lipoprotein a high sensitivity crp apolipoprotein b social determinants of health stress and cardiovascular disease and polygenic risk scores the final section covers the use of non invasive atherosclerosis imaging computed tomography and ultrasound based techniques as a tool to refine risk estimates throughout the book readers will find multiple tables figures and illustrations that complement the text up to date evidence based and clinically oriented cardiovascular risk assessment in primary prevention is a must have resource for physicians residents fellows and medical students in cardiology endocrinology primary care and health promotion and disease prevention

Primary Prevention of Psychiatric Disorders 1968

this book describes a number of simple and effective measures for the primary prevention of selected mental neurological and psychosocial disorders addressed to policy makers as well as mental health professionals the book aims both to increase awareness of the potential of primary prevention and to encourage the use of specific interventions with these goals in mind the book restricts its recommendations to measures whose effectiveness has been firmly documented in the scientific and clinical literature four disorders are covered mental retardation epilepsy suicide and burnout of health care staff these were selected for inclusion on the basis of their relative frequency as well as the strength of evidence that primary prevention is both feasible and effective the book adopts a public health approach arguing that the multifactorial etiology of most mental and neurological disorders requires broad based strategies involving many different sectors recommended lines of action range from simple procedures for lowering body temperature in feverish children through strategies involving genetic counseling and screening during pregnancy to measures at the legislative level including enforced iodization of salt to prevent cretinism and gun control or domestic gas detoxification as proven methods of suicide prevention the book has five chapters the first outlines the principles of primary prevention as these apply to mental neurological and psychosocial disorders and summarizes the evidence supporting the effectiveness and feasibility of strategies for primary prevention chapter two on mental retardation provides a guide to measures for the primary prevention of iodine deficiency down syndrome fetal alcohol syndrome and phenylketonuria each disorder is discussed according to a common format that includes information on the size of the problem risk factors and causes and measures available for primary prevention the remaining chapters provide similarly detailed advice on measures for the primary prevention of epilepsy suicide and burnout of professional and family caregivers


in fulfilling the promise of children s services david blumenkrantz shares the expertise he has gained helping communities across the county to implement his successful primary prevention strategy the rite of passage experience drawing on nearly twenty years of experience in human services the author reveals why youth service groups have largely been unable to meet their objectives and he examines what these groups must do to implement and sustain effective prevention efforts offering numerous examples drawn from actual practice blumenkrantz reveals the essential factors in a comprehensive primary prevention strategy for example fostering collaboration between school community and families having a committed core group responsible for implementation and obtaining the financial commitment of schools and the
community stressing the need for communities to develop long term prevention strategies he examines how quick fix programs such as the just say no campaign do little to alleviate problems and can actually hinder proven prevention efforts

**Coronary Primary Prevention Trial 1984**

recent studies have shown that the incidence of malignant melanoma continue to increase steadily fortunately through primary and secondary prevention programs the mortality rate from such cases has grown less rapidly compared to 20 years ago many countries are at the present time investing time and energy in campaigns aimed at encouraging sensible sun exposure primary prevention and promoting early visual identification of melanoma secondary prevention this publication brings together leading experts in the fields of epidemiology dermatology and psychology to discuss the current state of international research concerning these prevention programs it has been specially written to alert dermatologists surgeons public health physicians and primary care doctors to the current activities in public health education aimed at preventing deaths from melanoma pediatricians in particular will find this book a valuable addition to their libraries because of the importance of informing families with young children about the dangers of sun exposure at an early age

**Primary Prevention of Mental and Emotional Disorders 1964**

schools reflect one of the greatest investments of any society s resources investments of finances talented personnel and commitment of time and energy by youth it is therefore essential that schools make every effort to prevent behavioural and psychological problems of students and promote their psychological well being this volume draws together educators and mental health professionals to present examples of theory based prevention programmes programmes which have proved highly successful primary prevention and promotion in the schools is drawn from the 1987 vermont conference on the primary prevention of psychopathology

**National High Blood Pressure Education Program 1993**

the aims of child rights education are to make children and their primary duty bearers aware of child rights so that they both can be empowered to together advocate for and apply them at their family school and community levels this sourcebook focuses on child rights education for primary prevention with reference to participation and development the introductory chapter covers child rights values of peace dignity tolerance freedom equality and justice and child rights principles of dignity of the child primary consideration to the best interests of the child universality and non discrimination and state and societal accountability child rights to participation focuses on child rights for playing a decisive and responsible role in their own life and a participatory role in the family schools associations community and with the state as citizens child rights to development includes child rights to free compulsory comprehensive and quality education free of discrimination and violence child rights to play recreational cultural and artistic activities and media literacy child rights to health with reference to physical health and hygiene healthy and hygienic food and nutrition sexual health and prevention of substance abuse and child rights to environmental education with reference to child rights to environmental harmony and hygiene and child rights to sustainable environment this is a must read for researchers trainers and other professionals working on child rights issues across the world and especially in developing countries

**Evaluating Effectiveness of Primary Prevention of Cancer 1990**

schools reflect one of the greatest investments of any society s resources investments of finances talented personnel and commitment of time and energy by youth it is therefore essential that schools make every effort to prevent behavioural and psychological problems of students and promote their psychological well being this volume draws together educators and mental health professionals to present examples of theory based prevention programmes programmes which have proved highly successful primary prevention and promotion in the schools is drawn from the 1987 vermont conference on the primary prevention of psychopathology
Primary Prevention of Psychopathology 1977

the ultimate objective of all aetiological research is the primary prevention of rheumatic diseases this book emphasizes what can be done in the prevention for example of rheumatic symptoms arising out of occupational overuse injuries and infections of joints it also provides advice on pain tolerance and control
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